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4. Restorative Justice Is 
Republican Justice 

INTRODUCTION 

by 

John Braithwaite 

and 

Christine Parker 

paper argues that restorative justice set in a context of a republican poli
f llIlll-,dotnirlation can give us hope for a more decent future of juvenile justice. 

will show how republican theory motivates a commitment to using re
and how family group conferences are one instantiation of this ., -J-""--' 

MI;ona, we outline the dangers of a restorative justice that is too individualis-
insufficiently aware of the community context of power and inequality in 

it occurs. Third, we argue that republican justice addresses these concerns by 
that specific restorative justice initiatives such as conferences are placed 

context of a wider republican politics of non-domination that weds 
and face-to-face action. Finally, we show what implications this might have 

justice to juvenile offenders and their victims, and for making their 
Umlmities more just. 

1. BASIC CONCEPTS 

RepUblicanism in Brief 

In our writings, we share with Philip Pettit a commitment to a conception of 
epulblican justice as the pursuit of freedom as non-domination (Braithwaite and 

1990; Parker, 1997; Pettit, 1997). In this previous work, freedom as non
riterfererlce is seen as the core of the liberal tradition, while freedom as non

,dolmirratlion is seen as the common strand of the civic republican tradition from 
to the early modem Northern Italian republics, to the English republican 

WIUlllg of the seventeenth century, to Montesquieu, Madison and lefferson (who 
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founded the Democratic Party in the U.S. as a republican party-with a 
The republicans wanted more than liberty in the impoverished sense raV"Ored 
liberals who increasingly dominated Western political discourse through 
teenth century. RepUblican freedom required more than the accident 
to escape interference; it required the assurance of not even being eXl,osed 
possibility of arbitrary interference by an uncontrolled power. In practice, 
cans equated being free with living under a rule of democratic law and 
that would make everyone secure against interference, without giving 
for complaint that they were not being treated as equals. 

The free individual was an equal member of a free community so 
was a solid basis for the connection the French made in 1789 aInong 
equality and fraternity (or sorority or community). Traditional repUblicans 
excessively narrow in their conception of who could be citizens; they 
citizenry to propertied, mainstream males. But there is no reason why we 
exploit republican ideas under an inclusive conception of the community to 
the republic has to answer. There is every reason why we should make contact 
the writing of Mary Wollstonecraft (Tomaselli, 1995), who argued the 
women in essentially republican tenns, and with the early socialists, who 
repUblican vein that those bound to masters under contemporary contracts 
nothing more or less than wage slaves. Our republicanism is an inclusive 

Our argument, joining Pettit (1997), has been that the republican cOllce:pti 
of freedom as non-domination is a rich and inspiring one, particularly in 
the connection it makes between equality and community. What must a cOlnmlunj, 
achieve to make it possible for members to enjoy equally their freedom as 
domination? A constant struggle for greater equality is necessary for liberty 
subjective sense of assurance against domination by others, because one can 
enjoy assurance against domination by others if one lives in poverty. CClnulllfni~ 
is necessary for freedom as non-domination because assurance against dOlnirJati,or 
must be moored in a strong community that will mobilize collective di,;annrr1Va 
against the arbitrary exercise of power. Empirically, we argue that in(iiviidualisti 

privatized societies do not have the capacity to mobilize community I ~I~:~:;~~:; 
against violation of the rights that assure non-dominated freedom (l 
1989). 

1.2. Restorative Justice iu Brief 

Restorative justice, at least in the "balanced" fonn articulated by BazernOl'e 
and Umbreit (1995) and Bazemore and Maloney (1994), means restoring VIC'.","', 

offenders and community. The justice model, which reached its highwater mark 
around 1980, is offender-centered and oriented to proportionate punishment • ather 
than restoration; it is the justice ofliberal individualism. Its main alternative br the . 
fIrst 90 years ofthe twentieth century - the welfare model- was also offender-
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e ublican theory of criminal justice 
; and Geudens, 1996). A r P . tims as much as offenders, 

d· ts ur attentlOn to VIC . I' h 
Pettit,1990) rrec 0 also be designed, by republican Ig ts, 

'minaljustice system should ..) of victims. We have noted 
cn d . tion (or domlnlOn . d rber\Y as non- omma . unity: republicamsm aes 

1 emphasis on strengthenmg comm
ts 

f crime on victimS, offend-
'th cting the rrnpac 0 h If concern WI carre .' d ffenders is not enoug . 

halan,:;eu Restoring individual VIctIms an °fb 11y'Ing then republican 
EammUl1It;'. d I . g cause 0 u , 

hool community is an un. er YI; . I harmony in the school so that 
SC requires the restoratlOn 0 c;~c~inorities). 

bullying is guaranteed (for ra . . tice scholars and advocates 
. an earnest debate among restoratIve J~ith equality (see John Wil
lS . rporate a concern J tw rk-

it should also mco he restorative justice CER ne ? . 
stirrino of thIS pot on t t' 'USti' ce does reqUlre It to 

" . I for restora Ive J r 
The republican ratlO!,a e. . d es not value foooal equa Ity 

cerJ,u'a'''c'onceru for equality. Rep,!blica~sm ~f equality that will increase 

sake; rather, ~t only values t~~s:a~~f the liberal justic~ model -:
as non-dominatlOn. The foooa f) ~ tely creates an oppressIve pumtlve 

pUflishmelnt for equal wrongs - un 0 1 a ctice the equal jusllCe model 
in which domination is ra,,?pant.. n t~~he ri~h because of the way the 

just deserts to the poor and I~hu~;dominations of unequal wealth
o 
an~ 

of punisbn1ent mteract WI r £ example, more than 50 Vo 0 

(Braithwaite and Pettit, 1990). In Au.~traeI:~c~unter with the justi~e system 
young people expenence a pu~~~;)" that system is quite a sIgmficant 

I 1990' Morgan and Gardner, , y more important burdens. We 
a., oppr:ssion, not just another am.o~g :a;e an important cause ofunem

know for example, that criminal convlcllo 1991) The formal equality ofthe 
, not just for racial minorilles (Hag::~essive'dominations ofpunisbn1ent 

IOYIneIH, model therefore engenders bOdth . tI'on 
on omma . . bl that crushes freedom as n - . t deserts model an eqUlta e 

P~::ver, republicanism does s,:"r~~i~u~~:~ent. Indeteooinate se~tenc~s 
to put upper limits on pe.~Iss inst unbridled state power (Bra:th~alte 

the subjective .security of CII1Z~nS a~minion in a society where the ~mllts on 
Pettit, 1990). CitIzens cannot enJoy d ecifIed. While the republican case 
punitive power of the state are n?:ear:y:! all types of crime is strong, there 
upper limits on permissible ~U~lS e~cs and forgiveness are important values 

no republican case for lower h~"ts. ~eto ~earch for the least dominating faoo of 
republicans because of a r~qurr:men Pettit 1990). In most cases, the least 

social control possible (BraIthWaite ?"! nt a~ all. It will involve no more than 
dominating fonn will involve no l~n~~rru:unity might protect and care for one 
dialogue about how members a 

another. 
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2. DIMENSIONS OF RESTORATION 

In previous writing, Braithwaite and Pettit (1990), Pettit and Bralithl¥aii, 
(1993) and Braithwaite (1996) have outlined in republican terms why a nurnber "f 
differe~t dimensions of restoration are important. Consider the following list 
dlffienslOns of vIctIm restoration (most of which are also relevant to res:torin. 
offenders and communities) from Braithwaite (1996): 

2.1. What Does Restoring Victims Mean? 

• Restore property loss 
• Restore injury 
• Restore sense of security 
• Restore dignity 
• Restore sense of empowerment 
• Restore deliberative democracy 

• Restore harmony based on a feeling that justice has been done 
• Restore social support 

Some of these are utterly uncontroversial from the perspective ofma.instrelam ...•. 
legal doctrine ~e.g., restore property loss, restore injury), while others accord with 
recent adaptatIOns of that doctrine to partially accommodate the needs of victims 
(e.g., restore a sense of security). Others, like restoring deliberative democracy, 
have a. strong foundation in the republican tradition (Sunstein, 1988, 1993) but not 
much In the criminal law tradition that crushed citizen deliberation over justice in 
favor of professional judgment in terms of the king's formal rules. 

A question often asked about restorative justice is whether there is much 
cern with justice embedded within the palpable concern for restoration. The aim 
restoring harmony based on a feeling that justice has been done is the key one 
here. Restori~g hannony alone, while leaving an underlying injustice to fester 
~naddressed,. IS not enough. "Restoring balance" is only acceptable as a restorative 
Ju~tlce Ideal If the "balance" between offender and victim that prevailed before the 
crn'.'e was a morally decent balance. There is no virtue in restoring the balance by 
havIng a woman pay for a loaf of bread she has stolen from a rich man to feed her 
children .. Restoring hannony between victim and offender is only likely to be 
pOSSIble In such a context on the basis of a discussion of why the children are 
hungry, and what should be done about the underlying injustice of their hunger. As 
we shall se~ below, the practical problem of ensuring that restorative justice does 
restore JustIce In a socrety full of dominations is difficult and is where most restora
tive justice institutions are vulnerable to criticism. 
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Restorative Justice Conferences 

We fInd the above list of dimensions of restoration not only important in re
'nllblican theory, but in the popular imaginations of citizens as manifested in re
",,,ative justice processes. The particular micro-institutions of restora~ive j.ustice 

research group is evaluating are what in Canberra are called dIversIOnary 
conferences, and what elsewhere are called family group conferences or community 

:."countability conferences, Of, generically, restorative justice conferences (Alder 
Wundersitz, 1994; Brown and McEirea, 1993; Burford et aI., 1995; Hudson et 
1996; LaPrairie, 1995; McDonald et aI., 1995; Moore et aI., 1995; O'Connell 
Moore 1992). After an admission of guilt to the police (or "declining to deny" 

New Ze~land), instead of going to court, a conference is convened. The victim(s) 
and supporters of the victim are invited, as are the offender(s) and supporters ofthe 

. offender. For offenses where there is no victim, such as drunk drivIng, one. or two 
.comnaurlity representatives attend. This group discusses what damage the crune has 
done and how justice might be restored. More than 90% of the time a consensus is 
reached about a plan of action to bring about the restoration of victims, offenders 
and community. The community of care and the police then monitor implementation 
of the plan and reconvene the conference if implementation fails. Preliminary 
evidence from the frrst 548 adult and juvenile cases to be randomly aSSIgned to 
conferences versus court in Canberra suggest high levels of satisfaction among 
victims, offenders, supporters, police and community representatives with the 
justice, respect for rights and usefulness of conferences - higher levels of satisfac
tion than the juvenile and adult courts enjoy in Canberra (Sherman and Barnes, 
1997; Sherman and Strang, 1997, Strang and Sherman, 1997). 

3. THE DANGERS OF RESTORATIVE JUSTICE 

Proponents see conferences as a way of restor~ng victi;n~ and communitie~, 
of giving victims and offenders a say in decision-makmg that mtlmately affects therr 
lives (restoration ofa sense of empowerment and deliberative democracy) and that 
ensures that popular concerns become a vital part of criminal justice. Yet restorative 
conferences can equally be seen as a naive, idealistic way of dealing with serious 
problems. They are in danger of doing too little justice with too little equity. 
Proponents sometimes fail to recognize the societal contexts of domination ~? 
structural inequality affecting victims and offenders (Stubbs, 1995). These cntI
cisms have been directed at other means of informal justice, such as mediation and 
alternative dispute resolution (Abel 1981, 1982a, 1982b; Fitzgerald 1985; McEwen 
1987, Nader, 1979, 1980). 

Mediation in family law and domestic violence returns disputes to families al
ready imbued with imbalances of power between men and women, gives unaccount
able power to mediation professionals, and detours women away from enforceable 
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decisions of courts (Astor, 1991; Cain, 1985). Consumer complaint programs in 
banks or telephone companies send pacified customers away, unaware that their 
problem confronts thousands of others who mayor may not complain, and leave 
exploitative company policies untouched (Nader, 1979). Internal dispute resolution 
in a workplace changes issues of institutional bias and discrimination into individual 
management problems for particular work areas to deal with (Edeiman et aI., 1993). 

Like informalism in civil cases, the communitarianism of restorative justice 
in criminal matters might drag domination into the justice process without an 
opportunity for accountability. Offenders, particularly if they are low in power and 
status like juvenile members of minority groups, may not have their rights ade
quately protected, and will certainly not get all the protections of a fully fledged 
criminal trial (Bargen, 1996; Warner, 1994).1 At its worst, the philosophy of 
empowering victims and encouraging victim advocacy. can legitimate the "justice" 
of lynch mobs and the tyranny of the majority (Scheingold et aI., 1994). 
Conferencing may hand even more power to police who already dominate suspects. 
Iflawyers and the criminal process already fail adequately to supervise cultures of 
police violence and coercion of confessions (McConville and Mirsky, 1990), then 
surely they are even more likely to run rampant under a regime in which confer
ences appear to grant even more discretion to the police. 

From the victim's point of view, mediators or facilitators may dominate con
ferences, failing to take violence or damage seriously enough (Braithwaite and Daly 
1994; Maxwell and Morris, 1993; Morris and Maxwell, 1991). Thus critics argue 

that restorative justice might: 

• fail to take violence seriously 
• lack procedural accountability 
• fail to deal with the unequal bargaining power of the parties 
• give police or professional mediators too much unaccountable power 

over serious criminal problems 
• empower the "victim advocacy" ofthe lynch mob 

The underlying issue is that restorative justice is susceptible to perpetuating 
all the dominations of everyday community. To its critics, restorative justice 
"purports to restore a social peace that never existed" (Abel, 1982a:8). It neutralizes 
conflict by individualizing and privatizing grievances and offenses (Fitzgerald, 
1985). Informal justice may stymie opportunities for conflict to be used creatively 
to achieve social change, to work toward a community based on equality and liberty 
rather than the tyranny of the majority. 

It is true that restorative justice cannot resolve the deep structural injustices 
that cause problems like homelessness or hunger. Republicans look primarily to 
other institutions, especially economic institutions, for that challenge. But republi
canism does require two things of restorative justice. First, it must not make struc
tural injustice worse (in the way, for example, that the Australian criminal justice 
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system does by being an important cause of the unemployment and oppression of 
Aboriginal people). Indeed, we should hope from restorative justice for micro
measures to ameliorate macro-injustice where this is possible (for example, fmding 
a home for the homeless offender). Second, restorative justice should restore 
harmony with a remedy grounded in dialogue that takes account of underlying 
injustices. Restorative justice does not resolve the age-old questions of what should 
count as unjust outcomes; it is a more modest philosophy than that. It settles for the 
procedural requirement that the parties talk until they feel that harmony has been 
restored on the basis of a discussion of all the injustices they see as relevant to the 
case. Within that dialogue about justice, republicans will want to make the Case that 
justice is what secures freedom as non-domination (with respect to both procedure 
and outcome). 

4. REPUBLICAN SOLUTIONS TO THE DANGERS OF 
RESTORATIVE JUSTICE 

In the remainder of this paper we suggest three strategies by which the justice 
of restorative justice can be maximized using the republican politics of non
domination. Three republican solutions are advanced to the dangers of restorative 
justice outlined in the last section: 

(1) Contestability under the rule of law whereby legal formalism empowers 
informalism while checking the excesses of informalism. 

(2) De-individualizing restorative justice, muddying imbalances of individual 
power by preferring community conferences over individual-on-individual 
mediation. 

(3) Vibrant social movement politics that percolates into the deliberation of 
conferences, defends minorities against tyrannies of the majority and con
nects private concerns to campaigns for public transformation. 

4.1. Contestability ~nder Rule of Law 

Critics of restorative justice sometimes implicitly put forward legalism as the 
only viable means of doing justice in individual cases that institutionalizes enough 

. accountability. The proceduralism and publicity of the court system is certainly 
deSIgned to protect alleged offenders against domination, although in practice only 
a small percentage of alleged offenders ever receive the benefit of a full criminal 
trial.' And, as we have seen, this does little for victims and restoration. A more 
~ractical model gives the rule of law the task of overseeing institutions of restora
trve justice. The proceduralism oflaw has a role in supervising the compromises of 
conferences, and functions as a last resort when restorative justice fails to do justice. 
Restorative justice should not replace rule-of-law considerations, but add to them 
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and fill them with meaning and relevance to particular situations. We will see 
out of this process of mutual influence formal justice might become more re'>tol'a_ 
tive (e.g., community service substituting for imprisomnent in many cases; see the 
right hand arrow of Figure 2). 

Thus, the preference is to use restorative justice first to achieve healing, and 
to use the rule of law to ensure that minimal procedural constraints that l"Uleer. 

people from domination have been followed. Where restorative justice is dominat_ 
ing, either party has the right of recourse to the rule of law. Braithwaite and Daly 
(1994) argue that in those circumstances, the formalism of the rule of law has the 
capacity to empower the informalism of restorative justice conferences because 
contestability by reference to legalism encourages parties to ensure the justice of 
communitarianjustice in the [IfSt place. Formalism empowers informalism when it 
gives offenders the right to a conference and requires that they be informed of their 
right to walk out of the conference (so that the matter can be heard in court). 

4.2. De-Individualizing Restorative Justice 

Private justice does risk rendering "the personal apolitical" in the dyadic form 
of offender and victim, mediated by a professional. Conferences are controversial 
when used for offences like domestic Violence, rape, armed robbery, attempted 
murder and serious white-collar crime. This controversy is about the imbalance of 
power between offenders and victims for these kinds of offenses. There might also 
be an imbalance of power in the other direction, where the offender is a juvenile and 
the victim an adult. Yet there is no reason why Abel's (1982b: 288-289)criticism 
of informal justice must hold true of restorative justice conferences: "Although 
neighbourhood institutions constantly speak about community, what they actually 
require (and reproduce) is a collection of isolated individuals ... lnformalism 
appropriates the socialist ideal of collectivity but robs it of its content. The individ
ual grievant must appear alone before the informal institution, deprived of the 
support of such natural allies as family, friends, work mates, even neighbours." 

Restorative conferencing in criminal justice can tum institutions of informal 
justice into fora where individuals are empowered through the presence and support 
of their most trusted friends to confront and receive an apology and compensation 
from those who have wronged them, even When the offender is much more powerful 
than themselves. The problem with dyadic victim-offender mediation is that there 
is an imbalance of power if the offender is the school bully and the victim is a nerd; 
if the offender is a child, the victim an adult; the offender a man, the victim a 
woman. What is different about a conference is that it is a meeting of two commu
nities of care, both of which contain men and women, children and adults, the 
"cool" and the "uncool," the organized (like an Aboriginal Community Council) 
and the unorganized (like a demoralized Aboriginal adolescent [see Figure IJ). The 
conference by no means eliminates imbalances of power; one community of care 
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. I 'ddl class the other lower class. Yet the mUddying of 
be conslstent y .ml. e .). ure 1 amounts to an improvement over 
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. . .. m as a olitical ideology IS the notIon that actIve, 
Central to CIV~C r~~u~~~~~~iety is Pa bulwark against abuse of state power. 

org,.m:zeo. cltlzens.~ rotection against abuses of community power (pettIt, I 997). 
EOI"aIlY, It IS a Cru~, p 'tal role for social movement politics in checkmg the 

cOlnbinatlOnth,t erte 'is a vld community How might this be accomplished in the tvnmnle, ofbo sta e awan . 
f' 'Ijrntire' . 

o juveD! ebl. ~ding for youth justice advocates as a primary ~echan.lSm. 
We see pu IC .. ountrles WIth a 

h publicly funded advocacy services eXIst m many c. ' r 
sU~heck abuses of police power by taking strategic cases.-gamst the po Ice 

'marth'delacteo~~s, conducting resear~h on ab~~~s o~ P~~:e~~~~~ as:~~a~~;ob~~~~e 
advocating changes to pohcmg po ~cles hOve checked the power of juvenile 

More infrequently, youth advochac~ servlc~: ;d exposing dominating practices 
courts by taking test cases to Ig er cou 

toward young people in the cou~s. d services under a regime of restorative 
The additional role f?r sU;d't~ vo~a~lic funding) would be to check abuses 

justice (which would reqUIre a IlOna ~ctim-offender mediation programs. Cost 
of power in restorallve conferen~es or f outh advocates at actual conferences or 
would obvi?usly rall?n .the atten an~~;'ds of these were occurring every month. 
mediations m any JurISdIctIon where tt d e would be required at those cases 
However, as with legal aid, stra~e~~~r: t~nb:~~k of a serious breach of rights. This 
where the advocacy group judge I f 't' over the conference to the more . I turning the contro 0 CI Izens h 
need not Imp y re . There is a risk here with advocates w 0 
dominating expert dIScourse ~fIawyers. . eace Youth advocates might be 
tend to be specialists in conflIct rather than m p rinc; als to the conflict. This can 

present at the conference as advl;~r:~~~~~~~! :~~ak W::ess their principal asks and 
mean that la\vyers are ~ot no~a a~ted by the facilitator. In practice, what happe~s 
spectal permISsIOn to 0 so IS r. the advocate might whisper somethmg m 
under such a policy is that occaSIOnally tary adjournment of the proceed-
their client's ear, or, more rarely, a~~ fO~ ~~m::e advocate just sits, listens and 
ing so they can have a chat outS!. e. 3 as y 
monitors the justice of the proceedmg. 
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Figure 1: De-Iudividualizing Restorative Justice 
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When youth justice advocates do not attend conferences, they should never
theless receive on-line from the criminal justice system the results of all confer
ences. When the youth advocate notices that there has been a case where a sanction 
imposed by a conference exceeds that which would likely have been imposed by a 
court for the same offense, he or she can then call offenders and point this out to 
them. It may be, of course that the offender really wants to do more than the court 
would require. But ifthe offender wants to contest the conference outcome, he or 
she could use the resources of the youth advocate to walk away from the conference 
agreement and insist that the matter be adjudicated in a court of law. 

The youth advocate is not the only kind of advocacy needed for juvenile 
crime. In the Australian context, where Aboriginal youths are a large part of the 
juvenile justice system's clientele and greatly discriminated against, there is a 
special need for Aboriginal advoc'acy services to keep an eye on what is happening 
under restorative justice programs. -When women and girls are victims of rape, 
sexual assault and family violence, there is a need for monitoring of restorative 
justice cases (and attendance in special circumstances) to protect against the domi
nation of victims' rights, even in cases where the offender is a juvenile. In Our 
jurisdiction in Australia, we have a Victims of Crime Assistance League, which 
could also reasonably be publicly funded to play the same role on the victim side 
as the Youth Advocate would play on the side of the juvenile offender. If this 
sounds unrealistic in an era of contracting legal aid budgets, bear in mind that 
selective attendance of advocates at conferences for purposes of monitoring rights 
does not require the resources involved in mounting a defense for a criminal triaL 

This is a general republican strategy. With corporate crimes against consum
ers, republicans want consumer advocacy groups to monitor the protection of 
consumer interests in restorative corporate justice; trade unions, to monitor occupa
tional health and safety crimes against workers; and environmental advocacy groups 
to monitor environmental crimes (Ayres and Braithwaite, 1992; Fisse and 
Braithwaite, 1993). If these advocacy groups are doing their job, they will not be 
so lacking in strategic sense to allow all disputes to be privatized. Advocates for 
Aboriginal victims of a consumer fraud that raises the need for regulatory reform 
of an industry may ask that a press conference be held to communicate to the public 
and its political leaders the problem revealed by the crime, as happened in the 
Colonial Mutual insurance frauds against Aboriginal Australians (Fisse and 
Braithwaite, 1993). 

With juvenile offenses, it is exceptionally rare for the communities of care 
around offenders and victims to decide that it is wise to go public with a conference 
outcome, though it has happened. That is not to say that well-resourced youth 
advocacy groups would not seek to connect narrow disputes over juvenile crime 
into wider advocacy campaigns. In the early 1990s, youth advocacy groups in 
Australia, networked with other community groups, lobbied for what became known 
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as "the Job Compact." The Job Compact, which became government policy for a 
brief moment in Australian history, obligated the state to find ajob, even if only 
temporary employment, for all long-term unemployed people, young or old. It also 
imposed obligations with respect to access to labor market training. Given that 
unemployment is so concentrated among the young, one might hope that the kinds 
of state obligations in the Job Compact would continue to be structural priorities for 
youth advocacy groups. Therefore, one would hope that in restorative justice 
conferences for young offenders who have been denied job opportunities or labor 
market training opportunities, youth advocates would seek to persuade participants 
to put demands on the table in conferences for state-funded training and job oppor
tunities. If these demands were persistently denied, then youth advocates might want 
to persuade participants to go public with strategically selected cases to demonstrate 
the failures of the state to respond to its responsibilities for employment and training 
as solutions to crime, or simply to write as a group to members of parliament. 

A similar situation concerns some of the appalling educational policies that 
have been major contributors to juvenile crime in Australia. We refer to educational 
policies that stigmatize children who perform badly, and then expel them from the 
school as soon as they misbehave in some serious way, or even in a less serious way 
such as smoking marijuana. We have already seen some wonderful conferences in 
Australia, where even without the support of youth advocacy groups, citizens from 
both the victim and offender sides have decided to join together to confront a school 
on the destructiveness of its policy of suspending the young offender involved in the 
case. We have seen conferences where citizens decided, following a sexual assault, 
to confront the culture of dominating masculinity in a school (see Braithwaite and 
Daly, 1994). We have seen conferences where Aboriginal peoples have asked that 
their traditions of how to transact justice in the future be more respected by the 
white justice system, a most important structural change for Aboriginal people. On 
the victim side, advocacy groups can watch for structural injustices for which there 
are large classes of additional victims whom the advocates should apprise of their 
access to a remedy. Publicly funded monitoring of restorative justice by advocacy 
groups is actually a potentially more efficient way of publicizing access to remedies 
than the haphazard publicity of the court. 

Under a republican conception of restorative justice, advocacy groups thus 
have two crucial roles. First, they check abuses of power by community majorities 
in a conference by ganging up on the client group represented by their organization. 
serving in effect as a check on the tyranny of community. Second, advocacy groups 
connect individual grievances to structural ones, taking strategic actions to draw out 
the public dimensions of private disputes. They are a check on the tyranny of 
individualized privatism that is blind to underlying structural problems. 

Yet advocacy groups themselves can be dominating. The Ku Klux Klan is an 
advocacy group of sorts. Some victims of crime advocacy groups in some parts of 
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the world are closer to the Ku Klux Klan than to our republican ideal of freedom as 
non-domination (Scheingold et aI., 1994). A world with stronger advocacy groups 
in civil society will be a stronger republic even though many of the advocacy groups 
will be anti-republican. Republicans believe in the theory of checks and balances 
including checks and balances between citizen groups. When the Ku Klux Klan h~ 
reared its ugly head, it stirred up competing forces in civil society, such as black 
Christian churches in the South and white college students in the North, who 
succeeded in getting the U.S. to check its abuse of communitarian power. Moreo
ver, the more deeply we can embed restorative justice institutions that deliver 
superior remedies only on condition that protagonists sit and listen to each others' 
point of view, then the more we nurture a civility that leaves less space for groups 
that endorse advocacy by dominating speech and action rather than by dialogue and 
persuasion. Republican institutions m.ake political life less rewarding for anti
republican forces who support the politics ~f domination. At the same time, republi
can institutions leave a seat at the table for those very anti-republican voices. That 
is the paradox of democracy no less than the paradox of republicanism. 

5. CHECKING AND BALANCING LAW AND COMMUNITY 

Our solutions to the problem of unjust restorative justice would institutionalize 
a republican interplay among community concerns about restoration, the proce
duralism of the rule oflaw and social movements motivated to check domination. 
The three strategies proposed for ensuring that restorative justice restores victims, 
offenders and communities on the basis of justice - ensuring the contestability of 
restorative justice under the rule of law, de-individualizing mediation and propa
gating social movements that transform private troubles raised in individual confer
ences into public issues - together comprise a republican theory of justice. Be
cause the republican conception of freedom is a rich one, republican strategies for 
doing justice (Le., for restoring freedomlnon-domination where it has been dam
aged) are also rich and multi-dimensional. They rely on the rule of law and on the 
communitarianism of social bonds and the active citizenship of social movement 
politics. We argue that institutions of restorative justice, such as family group 
conferences, form a crucial axis for this republican interplay of mechanisms of 
justice in criminal cases, as illustrated in Figure 2. 

At the base of the pyramid are the subjective and contextual justice concerns 
of individuals and communities with restoration and healing. Restorative justice 
conferences are attempts to empower and institutionalize these concerns through 
communitarian processes that restore social bonds. Yet we have also seen that 
micro-institutions of restorative justice can be criticized for being dominating. The 
need for restorative justice conferences to be made accountable to the procedural 
concerns of the rule of law is represented by the apex of the pyramid - the fact that 
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victims and offenders should always have a right to walk out of a conference 
go to court. As a result of the possibility and actuality (in some cases) of 
intervention to strike down conference injustices, a rights/procedural justice 
course percolates down into restorative justice conferences and, eventually, 
into the popular concerns that people bring to conferences at the base of the 
mid. Thus, the restorative justice of the people is shaped by the justice of a 
creates space for justice under the control of affected citizens. The inforrnalisl1Jl() 
restorative justice is also empowered by the formalism of state law, which 
everyone assurance that if a tyrannous family, tribal patriarch or police officer 
over, the state can step in to check that tyranny. Restorative justice theory, 
and praxis show that justice needs many ante-rooms before one reaches the 
room ifhe or she is to be given a chance to heal (Cragg, 1992; Galaway and 
son, 1990; Marshall, 1985; Messmer and Otto, 1992; Van Ness, 1986). The 
mid leaves plenty of space for healing because it also makes a prudent space for 
judge's hammer. 

Yet the rule oflaw may also dominate conferences by ignoring the full 
sions of restoration and healing required in each particular situation. This does 
mean law should be abandoned in favor ofthe domination of a community that 
to respect rights and procedural safeguards. We advocate a model for restorativ 
justice conferences in which the justice of law and the restorative justice 
community interact and interplay. Indeed, in this model the prevalence A~'·.O'"O' 
tive justice conferences that institutionalize community concerns with res'tor'ati(l~ 
and healing 'institutionalize a critique of and alternative to traditional trial nrc)ce,;,.' 
which helps make the whole criminal justice system more responsive. Citizen~ 
concerns have an avenue for bubbling up the pyramid into legal discourses 
procedures through legal supervision of conferences, just as the discourse 
justice of law has a way of percolating down. 

Habermas (1996) comes close to the model we propose in Figure 2. He 
of the way rationality potential can be "set aflow" (Habermas, 1996:98) by both 
affecting lifeworld from above and lifeworld affecting law from below. In this, 
admittedly does have an overblown regard for the democratic potential and 
ity of law: " ... in complex societies, morality can become effective beyond the 
level only by being translated into the legal code" (p.I 10). Nevertheless, Hal,erna" 
(1996: 176) is undoubtedly right that law can be a "power transformer" 
conditions of high complexity, spreading local moral concerns more widely 
the transmission lines of legal regulation. The public sphere generates the 
cratic impulses that the law both transmits and constitutionalizes through 
teeing rights and fair procedures. Public reason is an emergent property set 
by these impUlses moving up and down Figure 2. 
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1"nnre2: Checking of Law and Community to Make Restorative 
Justice Just 

Restorative 
Justice 

Conferences 

What Citizens Want Restored 
(Dimensions of Restoration) 

Restorative 
Justice of the 
Community 

Individual encounters between victims and offenders (either in court or con
fe","c.,) do not occur in a vacuum. Because crime is set in a context of structural 
PTo]llenos and social inequalities, the pyramid is set in a context of political and 

action to confront the realities of domination. The second and third strategies 
;pf(lposed earlier address this problem by changing conferences from dyadic, 

encounters into dialogues between communities of care (de
mdivi,]uaIizing mediation), and by connecting private troubles in individual confer-

ta public issues and patterns of inequality through the involvement of social 
rnol'ement advocacy groups. 

The involvement of advocacy/community groups in the conference process 
.a]"o hlel,)s solve the potential problem of legalism percolating down the pyramid in 

a way that it overwhelms restorative justice and citizen concerns. Lawyers who 
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are themselves captive to ad 
justice with legalism Thus P v~cacy groups are less likely to caplo 
was better at empow~ring cJ' art er

h
(l994) suggested that a youth re 

lawy' len stan other c· . 
er was Just one worker among ommullity legal centers 

. For republicans, restorative 'u many. . 
slrable features of a cr' . I' J .stlce mstltutions are a crucial link 
institutions join the concnnern
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JdustICe system. In OUr model 

d s an needs f .. , restonltivp' 
ural safeguards of the rule of] 0 CItIzens and community Wit] 

the politics ofnon-dominatio . aw and the soclaVpolitical action 1 

(to make it more just) The n. m a way that transforms how criminal' . 
and bl" . re IS no room for cl . JustIce 

pu IC Justice, individual and ear-cut distinctions betwe 
this mod~l, ~ar from segregatin ~~irn:nunity .. Institutions of restorative en 
doors as mdlVidualized proble;s of:~d~al cnmes to be dealt with behind 

JustIce. At the sarne time th . a mg, become links to pUblic ''''''h .. " 
to make their own justic~ in e; give enough space to individuals and 
both these respects Courtroom ~~s and under procedures meaningfuCI' Dtlllll1ltU 
procedural justice of lawyers tb~: ~~e generally fails. Justice is not confi~ed 
pretrial plea negotiations N " mmates cnmmal trials and the 
. d' . . or IS It defin d I norHustio 
~ I.vlduals involved or the norms of a e pure Y according to the feelin s 
JUstICe of lawyers and th potentIally tyrarmous Comm' g 
t th e Contextual justice f unIty. The 
o e struggle for social justice of so . loa community are rendered 

Perhaps this has all be t b cia movements. 
might d en 00 a stract So I t '11 casca e down into restorativ' .' e us I ustrate how the rule 
want might bubble up into the rule ~iul stICe, and then how the restoration 

aw. 

5.1. Imagining a Rnle of La 
Justice w that Percolates Down into K{'St<)fnHv,p 

Case 1. 

A young first offender admits . 
agrees to a demand from th h kPuttmg graffiti on a shop window A 
offender. When the youth ad:~c~~ eeper for 200 hours of work at the ShCo'lllfc!feno, 

conference outcomes, this dema:ds~;:e sees the printout of the previou: 

:~~~:~nt for the young first offend~r. I~sc:~t as a disproportionately onc,rOllS' 
. . e Or she choose to walk awa acts the offender and advises 

adjudicated by a court, the penal w y from the agreement and have the 
~ffender decides to go to court Wi% thOUld p~obablY be substantially reduceud,rrellse. 

e conference agreement, imposing a e:'~~lty ~;~~~, and the Court strikes down 
ours of community work. 
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ad,)]e:;cent female goes to a conference for a burglary she admits. At the 
the police and victim seek to hold her responsible for another, more 

b~;~~ea~tc:t~h.e same house for which she denies responsibility. She walks 
e The initial burglary goes to court. When the magistrate asks 

walked out of the conference, she explains the attempt by the police to 
second burglary. The magistrate reprimands the police sternly for the 

ofthis action, a reprimand that is reported in the local newspaper. 

YOtmg First Nations woman in Canada takes to a healing circle (LaPrairie, 
Ross, 1996) a complaint of sexual abuse against her by the son of a powerful 
The elders abuse this restorative justice process by closing ranks arotmd the 

upshot is that the YOtmg victim is vilified in her commtmity for making 
,complairlt.4 A women's rights advocacy service takes up her case in the Cana

aiIninal and juvenile courts, which convict and ptmish the elder's son. The 
government sends in a First Nations lawyer from another community to 

"gc.tiate with the local people on how procedures for healing circles in this com
might be refonned. The new healing circle procedures are enthusiastically 

mhirac<,d by the commtmity. Under them, the whole community participates in a 
of healing circles in which they seek forgiveness as a community from the 
of the sexual assault. 

Imagining a Restorative Justice that Percolates Up Into the Rule 
of Law 

We do not really have to imagine how restorative justice can percolate up into 
the law because we can see how the Maori restorative justice ideas in the family 
group conference have penetrated New Zealand statute and case law. In a seminar 
on youth justice held in Australia six years ago, a New Zealand participant de
scribed a conference where a young first offender had agreed to give his own car 
to the victim of his joyriding offense. An Australian lawyer objected at the seminar 
that this was a breach of proportionality constraints on sentencing: a juvenile court 
would never impose something as heavy as what amounted to a $15,000 fine on a 
first offender for joyriding. But the circumstances of the case were such that the 
offender was from a wealthy family that had given him the car; the victim was 
unemployed and uninsured and desperately needed a car that was beyond repair as 
a result of the joyride. Handing over the offender's car fitted the sense of equity of 
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all participants in the conference, including the offender. It was simply a different 
sense of equity than one finds in the proportionality metrics of criminal sentencing. 
Interestingly, however, the restorative equity of the conference was hardly at odds 
with the conception of equity in tort law. 

Let us imagine a conference in Australia deciding a case in this way. The 
youth advocacy service advises the young offender to go to court to contest the 
disproportionality of the agreement. In a moment of weakness when he is missing 
the car, the offender agrees to the challenge. The Juvenile Court strikes down the 
agreement as a disproportionately severe sentence and orders return of the car. On 
appeal, the Juvenile Court decision is found to be an excessively narrow construc
tion ofthe proportionality of criminal sentencing that leaves insufficient space for 
the sense of equity that emerges from participatory justice. 

Case 2. 

Another juvenile goes to a conference for stealing a car. At the conference, the 
offender's mother complains that the police used excessive force at the time of her 
son's arrest. Further, she complains that the police have branded her son as "a little 
crim." Whenever anything happens in the neighborhood, he is their automatic 
suspect. In this particular case, other children were involved in planning the car 
theft, but action was being taken only against her son. Of greater concern to the 
youth advocate present at the conference was that no action was being taken against 
a major car dealing and repairing company who provided the offender with a list of 
car models that it wanted young people to steal (largely for parts). It is decided that 
participants will assist the youth advocacy service to produce a report and call a 
press conference on police responses to the car theft problem in the city. The young 
offender puts in 150 hours of community work helping the youth advocacy service 
with photocopying and other work associated with the project. The report is critical 
of the police for its use of excessive force against young people, and for the dis
criminatory way in which it targets its vehicle theft enforcement efforts on young 
people in areas with high unemployment, totally neglecting the white collar crimi
nals who are supplying these unemployed young people with illicit work. The report 
exposes the practice of motor vehicle traders in the city supplying desperate young 
people with lists of cars they would like to be stolen. The press conference shocks 
the community. In response, the police arrest two motor traders and a police officer 
who has taken bribes from them. It also initiates discussions with car manufacturers 
about the possibility of marking certain strategic parts with numerical identification 
at the point of manufacture, and initiates other preventive measures with insurers. 
Motor vehicle theft in the city drops by a third over the next two years. 

Like the previous case, this one is imagined from some foundation in fact. The 
New South Wales Police dealt with escalating motor vehicle theft rates in Sydney 
in the early 1990s through the dialogic method of setting up a Motor Vehicle Theft 
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forum with the Motor Traders Association, insurers, and manufacturers, among 
others. They found that one factor in the increase was white collar criminals in the 
car trade supplying juveniles with computerized lists of parts (or whole cars) that 
had been ordered by customers. The motor vehicle theft rate in Sydney dropped by 
a third in the two years following the work of the Motor Vehicle Theft Forum 
(Braithwaite, 1993:386). 

Case 3. 

A police officer in a remote part of Australia has strong grounds to suspect 
that a young Aboriginal person has committed a criminal offense. When the police 
officer questions him, he does not reply, staring angrily back at the officer. Being 
new to the area, the officer is puzzled by this response until an Aboriginal elder 
explains that direct interrogation is rude by the standards of their culture. The elder, 
who has had training in conferencing, offers to convene a meeting of appropriate 
indigenous people to discuss the matter with the young person. The elder starts the 
conference, not by asking questions, nor by making any statements about the young 
person's case. He starts by telling a story about how he got into trouble as a young 
person and what he did to put it right. Some other old people do the sarne. Eventu
ally the young offender adds his story, expresses regret and seeks advice from the 
elders on how to put things right. The convening elder writes this out as a confer
ence agreement that will have status under "white fella law" so that the matter might 
not go to court. While the police officer accepts this, the local prosecutor does not. 
He thinks the agreement is oppressive and was procedurally oppressive becaus,e the 
offender was not asked at the outset whether he admitted guilt. When he takes it to 
court, it becomes a cause celebre for the Aboriginal Legal Service. The upshot is 
the government accepting a Law Reform Commission Report that concedes that 
indigenous justice based on truth-fmding by sharing stories can be accommodated. 
The Australian test of an admission of guilt before a conference can proceed is 
abolished in favor of a New Zealand "declining to deny" test. 

CONCLUSION 

Nowhere in the world does the practice of restorative justice approach the 
imagined world of the preceding six cases. Nowhere does restorative justice satislY 
the republican prescriptions of: (I) contestability under the rule of law, (2) de
individualizing restorative justice in a way that counterbalances the imbalances of 
power, and (3) vibrant social movement politics that connect private troubles to 
public issues, publicly deliberated and structurally reformed. Strategic steps sug
gested by our analysis might include: (I) Engaging restorative judges with the 
challenge of intervening to check abuses of power in restorative justice processes 
by developing a restorative justice case law. (2) Conducting empirical research on 
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the effect on injustice and power imbalance of the size and plurality ofcOllfelren,ces.' 
and the development of strategies for a plurality that empowers what Nancy 
calls "subaltern publics.'" (3) Evaluating innovations that publicly fund ad"oc:'r.,; 
groups to connect conferenced private troubles to public issues and deliberation 
structural change. 

We do not despair in the least at the failure of any currently working 
of restorative justice to live up to our republican ideals. Rome was not built in 
day, nor has its Republic totally crumbled. Thanks to Emperor Justinian, the 
Empire bequeathed to us the rule of law; it also bequeathed to us the ideas 
freedom as non-domination, deliberative justice and the separation of powers. 
are hopeful that restorative justice is being built one brick at a time. Like Rome 
will be deeply flawed, but perhaps better than what went before. Our objective' 
this paper is to inspire refomlers to lay restorative justice bricks with a vision 
how many rooms must be built, how much better we can make the structure thrau\glL 
a process of progressive extension. Without the vision of a possible future, how
ever, we risk building rooms that are sealed off from other rooms. 

Many bricks are already in place in many nations. Most restorative justice 
programs already enable contestability by the rule of law by advising juvenile 
offenders of a right to walk out of the conference room and into the courtroom. 
Many countries are engaged in research and development with conferences, healing 
CIrcles and restorative probation which might improve our capacities to counterbal_ 
ance power imbalances by de-individualizing mediation (see, for example, the work 
of Pennell and Burford, 1995). Social movements - from youth advocacy, to the 
women's shelter movement, to civil liberties, worker, environment, consumer and 
Aboriginal rights groups - are all increasingly engaged with the possibilities of 
restorative justice. They are also increasingly vigilant about the possibilities for 
their constituents to be seduced into domination by its velvet glove. Most impor
tantly, within the social movement for restorative justice itself, we can be important 
checks on one another through the self-critical discussion of Our restorative innova
tions at meetings such as this in Leuven. Let us build an optimistic social move
ment, oblivious to despair at how pitifully small are the steps we take toward a more 
just society. But at the same time, let us be committed to a process oflearning from 
where we have put our foot wrong, so that we might take bigger strides in the future. 

*' *' *' 
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NOTES 

1. However, most alleged offenders never see a fully fledged trial. Most plead guilty due to 
the insistence or domination oflawyers and other court personnel (Roach Anleu and Mack, 
1995; Baldwin and McConville, 1977; McConville and Mirsky, 1990). 

2. See footnote I. 

3. One of the authors has experience of such a policy with a rather restorative regime of 
regulating corporate crime under the Trade Practices Act (Cth) 1974. As a part-time com
missioner of the Trade Practices Commission for a decade, Braithwaite would chair confer
ences of conflicting parties concerning alleged breaches of the act. Lawyers were allowed 
to attend (and normally did) but were not generally allowed to speak, a regime that engen
dered much more effective negotiated justice than other business regulatory regimes in 
Australia, where the lawyers wefe either excluded or allowed to take over. 

4. Case 3 is based up to this point on a real Canadian restorative justice disaster somewhat 
like this. 

5. "Until quite recently, feminists were in the minority in thinking that domestic violence 
against women was a matter of common concern and thus a legitimate topic of public 
discussion. The great majority of people considered this issue to be a private matter between 
what was assumed to be a fairly small number of heterosexual couples .... Then feminists 
formed a subaltern counterpublic from which we disseminated a view of domestic violence 
as a widespread systematic feature of male-dominated societies. Eventually, after sustained 
discursive contestation, we succeeded in making it a common concern" (Nancy Fraser cited 
in Habermas, 1996: 312). 
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